Abstract—We present freely available open-source toolkit for
training recurrent neural network based language models. It can
be easily used to improve existing speech recognition and machine
translation systems. Also, it can be used as a baseline for future
research of advanced language modeling techniques. In the paper,
we discuss optimal parameter selection and different modes of
functionality. The toolkit, example scripts and basic setups are

I. INTRODUCTION, MOTIVATION AND GOALS

Statistical language modeling attracts a lot of attention,
as models of natural languages are important part of many
practical systems today. Moreover, it can be estimated that
with further research progress, language models will become
closer to human understanding [1] [2], and completely new
applications will become practically realizable. Immediately,
any significant progress in language modeling can be utilized
in the existing speech recognition and statistical machine
translation systems.

However, the whole research field struggled for decades to
overcome very simple, but also effective models based on n-
gram frequencies [3] [4]. Many techniques were developed
to beat n-grams, but the improvements came at the cost of
computational complexity. Moreover, the improvements were
often reported on very basic systems, and after application
to state-of-the-art setups and comparison to n-gram models
trained on large amounts of data, improvements provided by
many techniques vanished. This has lead to scepticism among
speech recognition researchers.

In our previous work, we have compared many major
advanced language modeling techniques, and found that neural
network based language models (NNLM) perform the best
on several standard setups [5]. Models of this type were
introduced by Bengio in [6], about ten years ago. Their main
weaknesses were huge computational complexity, and non-
trivial implementation. Successful training of neural networks
require well chosen hyper-parameters, such as learning rate
and size of hidden layer.

To help overcome these basic obstacles, we have decided to
release our toolkit for training recurrent neural network based
language models (RNNLM). We have shown that the recurrent
architecture outperforms the feedforward one on several setups
in [7]. Moreover, the implementation is simple and easy to
understand. The most importantly, recurrent neural networks
are very interesting from the research point of view, as they
allow effective processing of sequences and patterns with
arbitrary length - these models can learn to store information in
the hidden layer. Recurrent neural networks can have memory,
and are thus important step forward to overcome the most
painful and often criticized drawback of n-gram models -
dependence on previous two or three words only.

In this paper we present an open source and freely avail-
able toolkit for training statistical language models based or
recurrent neural networks. It includes techniques for reducing
computational complexity (classes in the output layer and
direct connections between input and output layer). Our toolkit
has been designed to provide comparable results to the popular
toolkit for training n-gram models, SRILM [8].

The main goals for the RNNLM toolkit are these:

• promotion of research of advanced language modeling
  techniques
• easy usage
• simple portable code without any dependencies
• computational efficiency

In the paper, we describe how to easily make RNNLM part of
almost any speech recognition or machine translation system
that produces lattices.

II. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK

The recurrent neural network architecture used in the toolkit
is shown at Figure 1 (usually called Elman network, or simple
RNN). The input layer uses the 1-of-N representation of the
previous word \( w(t) \) concatenated with previous state of the
hidden layer \( s(t - 1) \). The neurons in the hidden layer \( s(t) \)
use sigmoid activation function. The output layer \( y(t) \) has the
same dimensionality as \( w(t) \), and after the network is trained,
it represents probability distribution of the next word given the
previous word and state of the hidden layer in the previous
time step [9]. The class layer \( c(t) \) can be optionally used

to reduce computational complexity of the model, at a small
cost of accuracy [7]. Training is performed by the standard
stochastic gradient descent algorithm, and the matrix \( W \) that
Recurrent neural network based language model with classes.\[\text{Fig. 1. Recurrent neural network based language model with classes.}\]

represents recurrent weight is trained by the backpropagation through time algorithm (BPTT) \[10\].

In the toolkit, we use truncated BPTT - the network is unfolded in time for specified amount of time steps. For faster training, it is possible to unfold the recurrent part of the network only after processing several time step, which leads to significantly lower computational complexity.

Recurrent neural networks seem to be a very good choice for modeling sequential data. However, RNNs received much skepticism after it was shown that conventional training algorithms based on the backpropagation algorithm suffer from vanishing and exploding gradients \[11\]. This has been sometimes misinterpreted as that RNNs cannot be successfully trained just by gradient descent based methods.\[\text{In fact, the problematic part of algorithms such as backpropagation through time [10] can be the actual implementation, as it is easy to make a mistake. A good description of BPTT implementation can be found in [12]. Moreover, the training might diverge in some cases. The stability of training can be improved by:}\]

- using double instead of single precision numbers for weights
- limiting the maximum gradient to prevent explosion of gradients
- using regularization
- updating the recurrent weights in one big update \[12\]

Once the network is trained, the exact values of weights are no longer important - we have recently shown that the weights can be quantized to several bits without any significant loss of performance \[13\].

III. BASIC FUNCTIONALITY

The toolkit supports several functions, mostly for basic LM operations: training RNN-based LM, training hash-based maximum entropy model (ME) and RNNME LM (jointly trained RNN and ME models \[14\]). For evaluation, either perplexity can be computed on some test data, or n-best lists can be rescored to evaluate impact of the models on word error rate or BLEU scores. Additionally, we support option to generate random sequences of words from the model, which can be useful for approximating RNN models by n-gram models, at a cost of memory complexity \[15\].

A. Training phase

The input data are expected to be in a simple ASCII text format, with a space between words and end of line character at end of each sentence. After specifying training data set, a vocabulary is first constructed. Note that if one wants to use limited vocabulary (for example for open-vocabulary experiments), the text data should be modified outside the toolkit, by first rewriting all words outside the vocabulary to \textless unk\textgreater or similar special token.

After the vocabulary is learned, the training phase starts (optionally, the progress can be shown if \texttt{-debug 2} option is used). Implicitly, it is expected that validation data are provided, to control number of training epochs and the learning rate (using the option \texttt{-valid}). However, it is also possible to train models without having any validation data; the option \texttt{-one-iter} can be used for that. The model is saved after each completed epoch (or also after processing specified amount of words), and the training process can continue if interrupted.

B. Test phase

After the model is trained, it can be evaluated on some textual test data, and perplexity and \log_{10} probability is displayed as the result. The toolkit was designed to provide results that can be compared to the popular SRILM toolkit; we also support option to linearly interpolate the word probabilities given by various models. For both RNNLM and SRILM, the option \texttt{-debug 2} can be used to obtain verbose output during test phase, and using the \texttt{-lm-prob} switch, the probabilities given by two models can be interpolated.

For n-best list rescoring, we are usually interested in probabilities of whole sentences, that are used as a score during re-ranking. Expected input for RNNLM is a list of sentences to be scored, with unique identifier as the first word in each hypothesis, and the output is a list of scores of all sentences. This mode is specified by using \texttt{-nbest} switch. Example of n-best list input file:

```plaintext
1 WE KNOW
1 WE DO KNOW
1 WE DONT KNOW
2 I AM
2 I SAY
```

IV. TYPICAL CHOICE OF HYPER-PARAMETERS

Due to huge computational complexity of neural network based language models, successful training of models in a reasonable time can require some experience, as certain parameter combinations are too expensive to explore. There exists several possible scenarios, depending on if we want to optimize accuracy of the final model, the speed of training, speed of rescoring or size of models. We will briefly mention some useful parameter configurations.
A. Options for the best accuracy

To achieve the best possible accuracy, it is recommended to turn off classes by --class 1, and to perform training for as long as any improvement on the validation data is observed, using switch --min-improvement 1. Next, the BPTT algorithm should run for at least 6 steps. Size of the hidden layer should be as large as possible. It is very useful to train several models, with different random initialization of weights (using --rand-seed option) and interpolate resulting probabilities given by all models together [5].

B. Parameters for average-sized tasks

The above parameter choice would be very time consuming even for small tasks. With 20-50 million of training words, it is better to sacrifice a bit of accuracy for lower computational complexity. The most useful option is to use classes (--class), with about $\sqrt{|V|}$ classes, where $|V|$ is the size of untruncated vocabulary (typically, the amount of classes should be around 300-500). It should be noted that the user needs to specify just amount of the classes, and these are found automatically based on unigram frequencies of words. The BPTT algorithm should run in the block mode, for example by using --bptt-block 10.

The size of the hidden layer should be around 300-1000 units, using --hidden switch. With more data, larger hidden layers are needed. Also, the smaller the vocabulary is, the larger the hidden layer should be. This option affects the performance severely; it can be useful to train several models in parallel, with different sizes of hidden layers.

C. Parameters for very large data sets

For data sets with 100-1000 million of words, it is still possible to train RNN models with a small hidden layer. However, this choice severely degrades the final performance, as networks trained on large amounts of data with small hidden layers have insufficient capacity to store information. It proved to be very beneficial to train RNN model together with maximum entropy model (which can be seen as a weight matrix between the input and the output layers in the original RNN model). We denote this architecture as RNNME [14] and it should be noted that it performs completely differently than just interpolation of RNN and ME models - the essential step is to train both models jointly, so that the RNN model can focus on discovering complementary information to the ME model.

The hash-based implementation of ME can be enabled by specifying amount of parameters that will be reserved for the hash by using --direct switch (this option just increases the memory complexity, not the computational complexity) and the order of n-gram features for the ME model is specified by --direct-order. The computational complexity increases linearly with the order of the model, and for model with order $N$ is about the same as with RNN model with $N$ hidden neurons. Typically, using ME with up to 4-gram features is sufficient. Due to hash-based nature of the implementation, higher orders might actually degrade the performance if the size of hash is insufficient. The disadvantage of RNNME architecture is in high memory complexity.

V. Application to ASR/MT systems

The toolkit can be easily used for rescoring n-best lists from any system that can produce lattices. The n-best lists can be extracted from the lattices for example by using lattice-tool from SRILM. Typical usage of RNNLM in ASR system consists of these steps:

- train RNN language model(s)
- decode utterances, produce lattices
- extract n-best lists from lattices
- compute sentence-level scores given by the baseline n-gram model and RNN model(s)
- perform weighted linear interpolation of log-scores given by various LMs (the weights should be tuned on the development data)
- rerank using the new LM scores

One should ensure that the input lattices are wide enough to obtain improvements - this can be verified by measuring oracle WER. In the most cases, even 20-best rescoring can provide majority of the achievable improvement, at negligible computational complexity. On the other hand, full lattice rescoring can be performed by constructing full n-best lists, as each lattice contains finite amount of unique paths. However, such approach is computationally complex, and more effective approach for lattice rescoring with RNNLM is presented in [16] [17].

Alternatively, one can approximate the RNNLM model by n-gram models. This can be accomplished by following these steps:

- train RNN language model
- generate large amount of random sentences from the RNN model
- build n-gram model based on the random sentences
- interpolate the RNN model approximated by n-gram model with the baseline n-gram model
- decode utterances with the new LM

This approach has the advantage that during decoding, we do not need any RNNLM rescoring code in the system. This comes at a cost of additional memory complexity (it is needed to generate large amount of random sentences) and by the using the approximation, in the usual cases it is possible to achieve only about 30% of improvement of the full RNNLM rescoring. We describe this technique more closely in [15] [18].

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

The presented toolkit for training RNN language models can be used to improve existing systems for speech recognition and machine translation. We have designed it to be simple to use and to install - it is written in simple C/C++ code and does not depend on any external libraries, such as BLAS. The main motivation for releasing the toolkit is to promote research of advanced language modeling techniques - despite significant
research effort during the last three decades, the n-grams are still considered to be the state of the art technique.

We have previously shown that RNN models are significantly better than n-grams, and that the improvement is increasing with more training data. Thus from the practical point of view, the main problem is now to allow training of these models on very large corpora. Despite its simple design, the presented toolkit can be used to train very good RNN language models in a few days on corpora with hundered millions of words, with very large vocabularies.

Future work might focus on incremental improvements, i.e. parallelization of the training algorithm [19], training of RNN on a GPU [20], optimized rescoring [16], lowering memory complexity of the RNNME architecture [21], compression of RNNLMs [13]. However we hope that the toolkit will boost research of language models, and will bring into attention some very interesting research problems and questions - whether the language can be learned unsupervisedly from raw textual data, the need for memory in models that process sequential data, usefulness of linguistic knowledge in statistical language modeling etc. The strategy 'more data is better' has been dominant for quite some time; however, by following it, we are not getting any closer to human-level performance.
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